2004 toyota avalon vsc light
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Advancedâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Engine Warning light has come on. Thread starter
warrenpfo Start date Dec 23, JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Home Forums Vehicle Specific Series. Jul 21, 2,
16 38 South Africa. Today the amber engine warning light has come on when I have been
driving. The light illuminated shortly after I noted a significant decrease in power when
accelerating from standstill or when accelerating out of a roundabout. The power loss would be
recognised then about 2 seconds later the light would appear and stay illuminated until I
stopped the engine and restarted it - then it would be reset and may not appear for a few weeks.
The power loss noted in advance of the warning light illuminating is only periodic - the engine
power is always restored soon after the light comes on. Any help appreciated. Jon Wildsmith
Super Moderator Supporter. It should be storing a code which might help you find out what the
ECU thinks is going wrong. Either get your Toyota dealer to read the codes for you or use the
FSM to make the light flash it out to you. Will get it flashed out and come back to you Jon would
you be able to point me in the right direction. Don't like the adverts? Remove them by becoming
a supporting member. Click here. Is what i am looking for in the engine bay or under the drivers
side by the stearing wheel? Think i have to short 4 and 13 from what i understand. I don't know
if the diesel is different but there's a Toyota diagnostics socket in the engine bay, on the inside
of the drivers side wing, has a flip top and then there's an ODBII connector up alongside the
brake pedal which I think is DLC3. Got it in the drivers side foot well a big whit plug.. Jon
according to the WSM you short pin 4 and 13 and turn on the ignition to get the flashing code??
Or have i got it wrong I will go take another look in the engine bay Look like the one in the
footwell i would say. Right after shorting wire 4 and 13 lots of interesting things happened.
Firstly the nav screen comes up with a Vehicle Diagnostics test screen and some other options
which I did not play with and secondly i get the error code So any ideas as to where i start??
Perhaps start with a visual inspection of everything connected to the turbo? Being intermittant
I'd be surprised if it's the turbo unit itself, they tend to either work or not, beyond that though
I'm not much help, I've been skimming petrol information not diesel. Mar 7, 2, 83 Oslo, Norway.
When in is your cruisah manufactured? Is the vacuum solenoid OK? She is a March with the 4
speed box. I have just returned from a mile trip to Dorset with out any problems so will do
further investigation online to see if anyone else over on Mud has had the same problem. Is an
air flow meter the same as a mass air flow meter MAF. Dengskis New Member. Feb 10, 2 0 1.
Exactly the same has just happened to me after a fairly quick trip across Switzeland and France.
The power dropped suddenly and the revs wouldn't go over And the engine warning light went
on I stopped and the light went out and the car seems to be fine - let's see what happens in the
morning! Lambdev New Member. Mar 23, 2 0 1. All, Prob been thrashed to death but here goes.
My brothers I think 4. Engine light comes on but no change in engine performance. Goes to the
shops, has a reset and 2 hours out of the shop, light comes back on again. Has had everthing
done by the manufacturers and auto elects but no joy. Even replaced the computer. Still no
good. Any thoughts Lamby. Just a follow up. The error seem to be associated with " Ign Shutoff
" Don't know if that helps Lamby. You must log in or register to reply here. Top Bottom. This
site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in
if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept
Learn moreâ€¦. We get it, advertisements are annoying! Went to the autozone for the above
problem and they gave me the code P Where do I go from here? Please help. Farmboy93
answered 7 years ago. I had the same problem with my Avalon xls. I took it to AutoZone and
they tested it and said it was because my gas cap was'nt tightened tight enough, so i tightened
it till it clicked, then disconnected the battery connections for 30 seconds to reset the check
engine and VSC light and i have'nt had a problem since! Khamis answered 6 years ago.
Electrafryin answered 4 years ago. Dennis answered 4 years ago. Darn good advice, booked an
appointment then checked this site, yes my gas cap was not on tight Thank you, farmboy! My
husband didn't believe it would work when I told him. But 2 minutes later, success!! Although
my husband said to note that the check lights will go off after a time of the error not happening.
Whatever, this gave me peace of mind much sooner! Halle23 answered 4 years ago. Replaced
alternator on toyota avalon. VCS light comes on. Car doesn't want to go. MsAngie answered 4
years ago. I followed Farmboy93 advice on the gas cap. However they came back on. So i
bought a new gas cap repeated the process and the lights went off again. So this morning

they're bacl on. Has anybody had an actual problem that cause those lights to come on that had
to be fixed other the it being a issue with the gas cap? Any suggestions? Satowle answered 4
years ago. On the way back both light came on 1hour drive from home. My vsc and ck. Had car
towed to local toyota dealer on Fri. Drove home Thanks. Guru9J7H answered 3 years ago.
Thank you! Prayed for fix and found the answer here. New Toyota gas cap and disconnecting
reconnecting battery worked. Labor Cruise Control also working now! Praise Jesus.
GoodListener answered 3 years ago. This time issue was misfiring cylinder with bad ignition
coil. Needed periodic maintenance of changing spark plugs too. Service guys explained that the
system tries to protect itself when it gets this type of error, so it actually could have shut down
the engine. I noticed a brief shutdown twice during acceleration. There is another pesky player
possibly tripping these lights: the various oxygen sensors in the exhaust stream. Again, system
protection may shut down engine to prevent too much unburned gas going out to the catalytic
converter, which would get very hot processing it. Sensor can be expensive to replace. Lazor
Cruise Control would not stay engaged. Lights went off and Labor Cruise Control working for 3
weeks now! My Lord Jesus led me to this site; Praise Him! Additional thanks to farmboy! A
answered 3 years ago. Thank You Farmboy It has been a week and the two lights have not come
back, but I did notice that my gas cap plastic threads are barely engaging with the gas tank
outlet, and a very slight push, pushes the gas cap out. After , miles maybe time to change the
gas cap! SamOntario answered 3 years ago. Disconnect battery -ve terminal for 60 seconds and
reconnect the battery. The check engine light n VSC light no longer on the gage cluster and
restore the cruise control on my Toyota Avalon. Thanks Farmboy GuruZ3HHV answered 3 years
ago. This works if you fix the problem or the oil change reminder light is on. Easier than
disconnecting the battery. Found gas cap not tightened, re-apply it till 3 clicked. And then drive
the car couple trips. Then, both went off at next start. Update on my prior answer. After re-apply
the gas cap, the lights off for a while and then came on again still code P So far so good.
BizBroke answered 2 years ago. Same lights stay on. Additional twist - the engine temp gauge
climbs to the overheat stage. Not sure if it is the engine actually overheating, or if the gauge is
trying to appear in distress to get me to address the gas cap? GuruVR3MR answered 2 years
ago. Apparently they have mechanics specially trained to tighten the gas cap. GuruV2YB4
answered 2 years ago. GuruBY answered 2 years ago. Got a scan it's a 5 minute job , and
needed a cam sensor. GuruBL6QQ answered 2 years ago. Was so excited that this worked, My
engine and VSC light where on. Had boyfriend unhook battery cable.. Ronnie answered 2 years
ago. I tried tightening the gas cap disconnected the battery will update soon. Also got a code po
GuruV3HMF answered 2 years ago. My Toyota Avalon check engine light came on notify me to
check the hybrid system. Darryl answered about a year ago. GuruSYR8M answered about a year
ago. My temperature gauge goes off an my brake an abs light come on while the car is running.
Guru1GP73 answered about a year ago. VSC light traction light and check engine light, having
small power issues now too. Any ideas? GuruNX65R answered about a year ago. Problem
solved with no battery cable disconnect. Smccormick10 answered about a year ago. The World
needs more people like you! I did have to disconnect the battery for a couple minutes on my
model Toyota. All the best! I reset mine 3 times and finally took it to a repair shop. The vehicle
misfired a couple of times on my last road trip - miles never been tuned up. Coil pack needs
replaced on back side - I am going to replace them all as it is cheaper to buy a six pack rather
than just the 3 for the back. Also going to replace plugs and wires at the same time - I need to
get 40k more miles before I buy a new car hopefully this does the trick. I will post back if it does
not I had same problem. I cleaned the filler pipe top and the gas cap compression ring, squirted
some WD40 on the compression ring and have had no more indicator light problems. RadioFan
answered about a year ago. Your site and readers saved me a lot of hassle and expense a
couple of days ago. Both lights came on suddenly while I was on highway near sunset. I got off
an exit safely. Read the various accounts of readers. Retightened the gas cap, disconnected the
battery and reconnected after a minute. Both lights went away and I could drive the remaining
miles without any issues. My check engine and vsc lights are on in my Toyota Avalon LT. I just
tightened the gas cap, and when I get home, I'll unhook the battery. Crossing fingers that's all
that's wrong. Times like this, I really miss my late husband. GuruR34PS answered about a year
ago. My Avalon check engine light, vsc light and vsc off light came on following me driving
through about 4 inches of water on the road. I discovered this after I had finished a visit and
was headed home. The lights stayed on the entire fifty mile trip home. The next morning I
disconnected the battery for about 15 minutes, then hooked it back up. Problem solved. I'm sure
something, a sensor got wet and after drying out over night a simple reset ended the problem.
Patrick answered about a year ago. It was idling a little funny but I was able to get it to my job. I
moved it Sunday for a mechanic friend to come tow it and it was idling fine. I wasn't about to
take a chance and try and drive it, possibly doing more damage. He replaced the variable valve

timing solenoid and said having it towed was the right decision. It's good to have friends you
can trust. Butch answered 10 months ago. Farmboy , your the best! Tightened cap and
disconnected battery in my Avalon - Problem solved. Burlington Butch. Thank you Thank you
Thank you!!!!! I tightened my gas cap and disconnected the batteryfor 30 sec. Andrew answered
9 months ago. Hi Farmboy93! Now I know why I like farmboys so much. I had the same problem
with my Toyota Avalon 6-cylinder the "check engine" light and VSC light with the scary
out-of-control vehicle icon, you know, the one with the squiggly skid marks behind the car,
came on. The owner's manual was naturally of no assistance. I started my car, and the warning
lights were refreshingly absent from my dashboard. I wish you a long, prosperous and happy
life. GuruH8L answered 4 months ago. Christy answered about a month ago. Salvador answered
about a week ago. I reset gas cap and disconnected battery. All clear now. I have pre-owned
Avalon Limited with 78k miles on it. It runs smooth. I scanned it using OBD I don't know if this is
related: I lightly rear ended someone this morning, not enough that there was any physical
damage on the car or on his car, But I recently turned a corner quickly, it had gravel on it so the
tire spun a bit. Shortly after the check engine and VSC lights came on. I looked at 10 to 15 forum
chats on the subject and all explained I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Check
engine light and vsc lights on. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Toyota Avalon question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Toyota Avalon Questions. CarGurus Experts.
Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. I hope someone
can shed some light on my current problem. I replaced the started in my wife's 04 Avalon today
and checked the starter and ignition for continuity. After putting the starter and air box and
battery back in place I now have a check engine light and the VSC and traction control is
disabled. I tried clearing the codes and nothing. Any help would be awesome. Thank you!!
Rowefast answered 4 years ago. I believe you may have disturbed wires going to the wheel
speed sensor. You said you cleared the codes, what where they? More than likely it is going to
be some wires on the side you worked on the starter. And it is probably going to be a bad wire.
Freddy answered 4 years ago. Hello, thanks for the reply. The code was P Bank 2 sensor 1. I just
can't see how an 02 sensor would go bad at the same time i changed the started. I took my time
and even cleaned up the grounds and made sure everything was nice when I put the new starter
in. I also tried cleaning the gas fill and lubricating the 0 ring. Co Incidence? The code means
that there is a problem with the heater element circuit of the heated oxygen sensor. The code
means the the sensor is taking too long to warm up. But this has nothing to do with the traction
control and VSC. Your scanner must not pick up ABS codes? Thanks for the info! At least that
O2 sensor is the easiest 1 to get too! I just cant believe that it went bad but may just be a
coincidence at k miles. Do you think that that could trigger the VCS light and disable the
traction control? There are so many instances of people having the same problem with the three
lights appearing. One was an oil change, the other a new alternator. I am frustrated. After
putting the starter and air box Help please! I have a Toyota Avalon. I tried disconnecting the
battery to reboot the display. The lights remained on. I went to an auto-shop to Replaced the
alternator which was bad and draining the battery. Now the car lights flicker and the thing died
again. The front bumber was replace after a fender bender. The replacement fender for I keep
getting the same codes on my model Avalon P, P, and P I have change all the O2 sensors 3 and
both camshaft sensors, I am still getting the same codes. Toyota service found a I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Toyota Avalon question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Toyota Avalon Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for
Sale. You can save this vehicle to My Garage by simply signing in or creating a new account.
Find your Toyota or Scion model so that we can personalize your experience. Dealerships for
Puerto Rico can be viewed on an external site. Select your vehicle to find out what your warning
lights are trying to tell you. Please see your vehicle's Owner's Manual for details or scroll down
to see common indicators. Have the vehicle inspected by your Toyota dealer immediately.
Immediately stop the vehicle in a safe place and contact your Toyota dealer. Indicates that
cruise control system has been activated. Use cruise control to maintain a set speed without
depressing the accelerator pedal. Indicates low fuel level. A buzzer sounds and the warning

light flashes to indicate that the master warning system has detected a malfunction. If the front
passenger's seat is occupied, the front passenger's seat belt also needs to be fastened to make
the warning light warning buzzer turn off. The indicator light flashes after the key has been
removed from the engine switch to indicate that the system is operating. The indicator light
stops flashing after the registered key has been inserted into the engine switch to indicate that
the system has been canceled. Depending on the vehicle, a buzzer intermittent may sound to
indicate that VSC is operating. You may need to turn the system off to enable you to rock the
vehicle in order to free it. If the indicators flash faster than usual, check that a light bulb in the
front or rear turn signal lights has not burned out. Push the switch again to turn the system
back on. Consult your Owners Manual or schedule a service with a nearby dealership. Should a
safety system light such as the ABS and SRS airbag warning lights not come on when you start
the hybrid system, this could mean that these systems are not available to help protect you in
an accident, which could result in death or serious injury. Have the vehicle inspected by your
Toyota dealer immediately if this occurs. Dashboard icons are displayed in a variety of colors,
depending on the system and its status in a specific vehicle. Yellow icons indicate an item of
importance such as low fuel , but are not necessarily a warning. Red icons indicate a condition
that requires immediate attention, such as an open door or low engine oil pressure. See your
vehicle's Owner's Manual for more details. Toyota Owners. Sign in Join now. Select A Vehicle.
Sign in Join now Select A Vehicle. You're almost there. Dashboard Lights Select your vehicle to
find out what your warning lights are trying to tell you. Select Your Vehicle. Indicators are not
available for this model. See Manual. Below are some commonly found Toyota dashboard
lights. Indicates a malfunction in the EPS system. Headlight high beam indicator. Indicates that
the headlight high beams have been switched on. Indicates that the engine oil pressure is too
low. Low Fuel Level Warning Light. Refuel the vehicle. Master warning light. Seat belt reminder
light. Fasten the seat belt. Security Indicator. Vehicles without a Smart Key System: The
indicator light flashes after the key has been removed from the engine switch to indicate that
the system is operating. SRS Warning Light. Indicates a malfunction in: The SRS air bag
system; The front passenger occupant classification system; or The seat belt pretensioner
system. When the light comes on: Low tire inflation pressure such as Natural causes Flat tire
Immediately stop the vehicle in a safe place. When the light comes on after blinking for 1
minute: Malfunction in the tire pressure warning system. Turn Signal Indicator. Indicates that
the right or left turn signal has been activated. Still have questions or concerns? Consult your
Owner's Manual. Schedule Service See Manuals. Countless reasons to join. Create an account
and get the most out of your Toyota today. This the 2nd Avalon we've owned and overall I have
few complaints. I didn't realize until too late that the '06 Avalon is the worst year for complaints
and repairs on Avalons since Toyota started making them. It is quite annoying to have this type
of expensive repair coming our way on a car with just under 70, miles on it. I am fearful this will
continue based on other reports on this website. We've only owned it about 13 months, but I
know a lemon when I see one. Will I buy another Toyota? Like I said, overall they build a quality
product. Our other Avalon has , miles on it and still runs better than this one. We've done
nothing to it old one other than normal maintenance, timing belt and water pump both at same
time. Not a huge amount in today's world, but there are still 5 more of these that could
potentially go bad. If they do, someone else can pay for them, not me. So, if you're thinking of
buying a used '06 Avalon, you might want to re-think that. Based on the reports here, it wouldn't
be wise to buy one. I wish I could have a Mulligan do over on this purchase. I hope this helps.
My engine light, traction control light and VSC light all came on at once. We did not know what it
was for at first. My car seemed to run fine. I brought it to a family technician after auto zone ran
the codes and he said that it could be my ignition coils. We replaced the one and it worked fine,
but after 2 months, all the lights came right back on. I brought it back to the technician and
another one of my ignition coils were failing in the front. I decided to just replace the rest of the
coils in the front just in case. This cost me It has been 2 more months and I am only counting
down until my lights come back on so that I have to replace the back three ignition coils. This
will cost me a great deal more because I will have to have the engine removed so that the
technician can reach the back three coils. This is what I get for buying a foreign vehicle I guess.
Fingers crossed though that I will not have to replace them Recently, the paint on my car has
started to peel as well due to a hail storm. The hail did not dent my car at all, but the paint
actually chipped. It could be due to a faulty paint job, or some type of chemical getting on my
car I will never buy from Toyota again. It is sad, because they say that most of their vehicles last
for forever. This car got an "avoid like plague" rating on this site, but I disagree with the rating.
I've had it for almost km now bought it used at 40 km from an original owner whom had all the
maintenance done by toyota. I've performed all maintenance myself, at my friend's garage he is
a pro mechanic. The most common problem is ignition coils: at km they all will burn out, one

after another. The ones in the back of the engine are much harder to replace, the ones in the
front are easy and take 5 minutes worth of work. Inexperienced car owners will greatly
exaggerate this problem, but it is fairly minor. It looks worse than it is, and other than this
Avalon is an amazing car that does everything except cornering very well. Remember, most
things in your car have a lifetime, and will need to replaced sooner or later. Burned out ignition
coils are annoying but are not really a defect you should blame Toyota for And, three week later
without my knowledge, and without any contact, my extended service warrant! I will probably
never buy another Toyota vehicle again in my lifetime. Too bad things worked this way! Joel D
Quinn. I have had several complaints about the 'check engine light' and the 'VSC light ' on. Upon
mechanical, no problems are found. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common
Solutions: changed the ignition coils 3 reports not sure 2 reports. Find something helpful?
Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No
one has added a helpful site for this Avalon problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Toyota
mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from
CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Not what you are looking for? Search for something
else:. Is your dashboard lit up like a Christmas tree? This fix for check engine and VSC lights is
both simple and cheap. Something as simple as a loose gas cap is a common reason for these
4runners to act like the end of the world is near. In my case, I remembered that it was late at
night the last time I filled up, and I was fumbling with the tether chord on the gas cap. My gut
told me that was the issue, but I needed to be sure. Searching the internet will turn up tons of
results saying that a new gas cap will turn your check engine light off. Some vehicles will
actually have tricky procedures to make these codes show up in the odometer readout. Many
Chrysler cars and trucks will do that by turning the ignition on and off a certain number of times
at specific intervals. But in general, your best bet is to purchase a cheap code reader. My code
reader of choice is the Innova This Innova unit does everything I need it to at a great price.
Scanning my 4runner revealed 3 trouble codes: P , P , and C I searched the forums at T4r. The
two P0 codes point to a leak in the emissions system. Either an improperly installed cap or a
worn out one. The C code is the one that tells the vehicle to turn on the check engine light and
disable the traction and VSC. There seems to be a myth going around the internet that a new
gas cap is an easy way to trick your vehicle into turning the check engine light off. My thought
process for how I was going to fix this consisted of starting from the cheapest and easiest
solution, then working my way up to other options until it was fixed. I tightened it up and
cleared the codes. My next idea was that the cap was leaking, but maybe just slightly. The
rubber seal on the cap looked pretty dry and worn, so I cleaned it and applied a bit of grease to
soften it up. I tested the function of the cap itself by lightly tapping it in the direction to loosen it
to see how much resistance it had. Clearly, these users were American. For some reason, here
in Canada, we have to pay much more than just the exchange rate difference when buying parts
from dealerships. If I knew that was the only way to fix the issue, I would have just paid the
money. But curiousity got the best of me, and I wanted to give an aftermarket cap a try first. So I
went over to the nearest parts store in the MR2 of course, because the 4runner was in Time-out
due to bad behavior. I wanted to see for myself before shelling out for the real deal. I repeated
my test from Fix 2 and it had barely any spring tension at all. It was bad enough that vibration
from driving could have loosened it. One tap and it practically fell off. I tried it anyway, and
although it lasted a few days longer, my lights and codes still came back. Before I bit the bullet
on a Toyota gas cap, I had one more thing I wanted to try. My original cap itself seemed to not
only still function properly but was even better than the brand new aftermarket one. I just
needed to fix the seal. It just so happened that the garbage aftermarket cap had a brand new
rubber seal on it. I pried the seals off both the old and new caps to compare them. Sure enough,
the original was crushed to the point where it was about half as thick. It also felt hard and brittle
compared to the new one. So I swapped the new seal onto the original cap and voila! Problem
solved and I passed my emissions test easily. I now have the proper spring tension of the
original Toyota cap with a brand new rubber seal. You can either use your code reader to do
this the easy way, or disconnect your battery for 10 minutes or so. With the Innova code reader ,
your codes are gone and your lights are off with the push of a button. This is where things
might get expensive. Areas of concern would be the fuel filler neck, charcoal canister, VSV
valve, or the lines running to the canister near the exhaust. Drive Clean has two different types
of tests. They take separate readings at idle and roughly rpm. If your readings are within their
acceptable parameters, you pass. For newer OBD2 vehicles, the test is much simpler. All they
do is plug their machine into the same diagnostic port we talked about earlier in this post.
Anyone with a code reader can clear their codes in the parking lot of the testing facility to turn
any warning lights off. The government is too smart to fall for that trick. So how do you pass the
Drive Clean test? In order to do that, the vehicle needs to have been driven through multiple

drive cycles. Most mechanics recommend driving it for a week after you fixed a problem and
cleared the codes. The computer needs to be able to run tests on itself to make sure certain
functions are working properly. My 4runner still passed because all the others were good to go.
The recipe for a clear pass: no check engine light, no trouble codes, and all but 1 of your
monitors in ready mode. Your vehicle needs to be driven for a bit after fixing it in ord
inner tie rod bushing chrysler 300m
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er to be ready to pass the test. If you have any doubts about whether your vehicle is going to
pass the test, a code reader can act as your own crystal ball into the future. If you found this
post helpful, let me know! Follow me on Facebook , Instagram , Twitter , or leave a comment
below. Very helpful post! Undergoing thru a fix to this problem as we speak. I finally. Thanks for
all this info! Big fan of your truck and all the things you do to it. Honestly just wanted to thank
you. Just bought 06 v8 4runner for with k and now 0 lights besides tpms. These lights just came
on this morning and I had to laugh cause your expression of wanting to go into full freak out
mode was totally me! Then I was like calm down this isnt like your diesel truck that every time a
check engine light came on you can throw at least 1k out the window! I reeled myself back in! I
will try these things and hope for the best! Before you start spending money on parts, you need
to confirm the source of the problem.

